In this paper a new algorithm is introduced for syntactic pattern recognition and string matching by using linked listdata structure which later could be used for hand written digits recognition.At first,handwritten digits are changed to string as input pattern by using chaincodethen the achieved string is recognized by using refer algorithm being implemented by linked list. This refer algorithm is able to compute the distance between the chain code strings shown in the implementation. The suggested algorithm reduces time complexity ofleven shtein's algorithm from second-order to linear-orderand in addition is able to decrease the consumption memory and increase accuracy of handwritten digits recognition as well. Our proposed implemented algorithm has 94.8% accuracy over 3000 handwritten digits samples.
INTRODUCTION
Some of the pattern recognition algorithms use the data structure string, tree and graph in which, the strings have the most application due to their simplicity. One of the changing approach pattern to string is the use of the chain code, [1] .In this method ,the pattern changes to some directions , in which any direction is shown with a letter or a digit , therefore the pattern converts to a string of letters or digits.
Most of the methods used in pattern recognition are based on similarity measure .In these methods ,the similarity between input pattern and sample patterns is computed and the decision for classification of input pattern is made, based on the simplicity rate. One of the most important methods introduced for calculating the similarity measure between two strings is called Leven Shtein method, [2] and most of the other methods for measuring strings similarity are based on this method. Following this paper firstly , the method of changing pattern to chain code is shown [3] , and then the new method string matching is introduced by the use of linked list data structure and then ,the results of implementations by the proposed method and its comparing with previous methods are shown and finally ,the conclusion section is introduced .
CONVERSION OF PATTERN TO A CHAIN CODE
In conversion of pattern to a chain code, at first some directions (usually 8) would be defined and any of this directions is called with a letter (Fig 1(a) ).
For the chain code with 8 directions,a used alphabet set could be shown as follows:
In the above relation , T is an alphabet set and the letters a to h are different directions (fig 1(a) ).Since the number of directions are 8 in this problem and as a complete rotation is 360° degrees then the centrality of directions would respectively be: 0°, 45°, 90 0 , … , 360° that their values are derived from the relation 2.
In the above relation , is the angle of i-th direction.
To classify the pattern firstly, the input patterns must be changed to chain code. To accomplish this goal the input pattern should be converted to some discrete vector and after computing the vector angles, each vector is specified with a direction which is closer to its vector angle. Suppose the vector angle is , to convert the vector to any direction ,the number of direction(k) is achieved from the relation 3.
According to the relation 3, the range of any direction is computed as table 1 .These ranges are shown in figure  1 (b). figure 2 .After converting these pattern's vectors to 8 directions, if these directions are respectively read from the top right corner of the figure 2 ,the string "ehafebb" would be achieved. The full description of the pattern conversion method to the chain code is described in [3] .
Table1

Fig2:An example of a chain code for 8
After converting the problem patterns to the chain code, in the procedure of learning and recognition we would encounter with a string of letters.A simple classification method which could be used with the chain code is called 1NN, [4] ,in which the whole learning patterns and the new pattern are changed to a string and then the distance between the new string pattern and strings learning patterns is computed and the new pattern is put in a classification which has the least distance with its learning pattern. There are many approaches for computing the distance between two strings, that leven shtein is the most important methods. In our proposed paper we introduce a new algorithm which uses linked list and for this reason it has double capability in speed and accuracy for edit operations such as deletion, substitution and insertion comparing to leven shtein algorithm.An example of Persian character recognition using chain code has been in [5] .
LEVEN SHTEIN METHOD
In this method ,the distance between two strings ,is specified with the least number of edit operations required . [2] For example ,the distance between "kitten" and "sitting" is 3.beacuse the least number of edit operations required for converting a string to another one ,are described in 3 below operations. 1)kitten→ sitten (substitution of k to s)
2)sitten→sittin(substitution of e to i)
3)sittin → sitting (the insertion of g at the end of the string)
The dynamic programming by the bottom-up approach is used for implementing this method, [6] .The pseudo code of this method is shown in figure 3 .In this algorithm , a matrix d with (n+1)*(m+1)dimensions is used in which n and m are two input strings length. This matrix calculates the number of edit operations required for reaching of first string to second string.
In this matrix the required operations numbers for altering the first string to the second string is kept and here every horizontal movement (from a cell to its right side), each vertical movement (form a cell to its bottom side) and every diagonal movement (form a cell to its right side bottom cell) illustrate insertion, deletion and substitution operations, respectively, [2] . After Leven Shtein method, many other techniques for its optimization were introduced such as:
 Damerau-LevenShtein method [7] :
Here the distance between two strings is computed by four operations as deletion, insertion, substitution and symmetry. 
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One of its applications is error founding in typing words in which it is possible that a typist because of the speed of typing might substitute two letters by mistake. For example in the word "recieve" and "receive".  Hirschberg Algorithm, [8] :
This algorithm is similar to Leven Shtein algorithm but for every operations a different cost is determined.

Cyclic string matching method:
Here, displacement of the letters in strings as a loop, isignored. For example the strings "abcdefg" and "efgabcd" have zero distance.
THE SUGGESTIVE METHOD
In this paper ,a new method for string matching is introduced based on Leven shtein method in which the linked list data structure is used illustrated in fig 5. In this optimized and completed method the capability of for all editing operations for matching two strings is existed . Thealgorithm's time complexity is O(min(n,m)) or O(n) generally. In some cases as below the time complexity approaches from T(n) to T(n/2). At the first case, inthe twoanalyzing strings, the two successive characters from the above strings would match together. At the second there would be a state in which on the contrary to the mismatching of the two characters in the analyzed strings, the other successive character would match together. In this case, only the substitution editing operation is required. At the third state in addition to the two analyzed characters in the two strings don't match together, the second string successive character wouldn't match with the present character compared as well. So if the occurrence of the above three cases would be more in the problem then T(n) gets closer to T(n/2). In this paper, the cost of insertion and deletion operations would be equal to one and the cost of substitution operation would be related to input symbol according to the below table (2) and then the act of classification on the input patterns is done. 
THE HAND-WRITTEN DIGITS RECOGNITION
The data base used in this section is prepared in the University of Turkey in 1998.this data base consist of 7494 training samples and 3498 test samples. The related data given to each sample is made of a display page sensitive to pressure (an instrument similar to a light pen).Here the writer takes a pen and writes his favorite digits on a display page.Six sample of the existed digits in this data base are shown in figure 6.
Fig6. A few samples of the digits in the data base
The nearest neighbor method is used for classification data base .The results of these implementations are shown in the 
CONCLUSION
In this paper,a new method for changing pattern to chain code and a new algorithm for string matching based on leven shtein algorithm for computing the distance between chain code patterns are introduced .From the most important advantages of this algorithm is the high recognition rate and as the result the good accuracy of this method.This algorithm with the linear time complexity compare to Leven Shtein method with second order has less time complexity so this method takes less time for execution .This property is suitable for every system with any hardware specification. Also due to the use of linked list data structure the memory loss is reduced to zero. The results for handwritten digits recognition showed that the most errors of classification is related to digit 7 with 52% of the errors.Also,in the cases which digit 7 is misclassified in more than 77% ,this digit is placed in one of the classes of 1 or 2 by mistake. 
